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APPENDIX

U. S. NUCLEAR REGUL/.10RY CCMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV

Report No. 50-445/81-11; 50-446/01-11

Docket No. 50-445; 50-446 Category X2

Licensee: Texas Utilities Generating Company
2001 Bryan Tower |
Dallas, Texas 75201

Facility Name: Comanche Peak, Units 1 and 2

Inspection at: Cot.anche Peak Steam Electric Station

Inspection conducted: Jul 1981

Inspector: , /I :M //[5(//j_
/ ! G. Tay)f)r, .le~sident Reactor Inspector Eate'

Reactor projects Section 3
|

|

Approved: 4 //M//
' W.'A. Cros n, Chief Oate'

Reactor Pr ects Section 3

| Inspection Summary:

! Inspection during July 1981 (Report 50-445/81-11; 50-446/81-11)

Areas Inspected: Rov' n , announced inspection by the Resident Reactor
Inspector (RRI) including general site tours; follow-up on previously
identified inspection findings; follow-up on licensee identified construction

| deficiencies; protection of installed equipment; installation and welding
of safety-related piping systems; audit of field design control measures;
W installation requirements for electrical heat tracing. The inspection

( involved 74 inspector hours by the RRI.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*D. N. Chapman, TUGCO, Quality Assurance Manager
.

*J. R. Merritt, TUSI. ingineering and Construction Manager
| *R. G. Tolson, TUGCO, Site Quality Assurance Supervisor

*A. Vega, TUGCO, Quality Assurance Services Section Supervisor
j

Other Parsons
i

J. V. Hawkins, Brown & Root, Project Quality Assurance Manager

The RRI also interviewed other licensee and Brown & Root employees
during the inspection period.

* Denotes those persons who attended one or more management meetings with
the RRI.

2. Licensee Action On Previous Inspection Findings,

| |

(Closed) Unresolved Item (50-445/75-29; 50-446/79-28) Qualification of I
Electrical Penetrations. The RRI was provided with data and correspond-
ence that indicates that the supp!in of the electrical penetration,

I assemblies has made modifications to one class of units that will allow
the assemblies to remain fully functional in a Design Basis Accident.
The above family of assemblies involves those utilizing triax and coax

| type cables. The other family of penetrations originally reviewed
' by the RRI were those involving medium voltags electrical circuits.

The A/E has issued the necessary design change documentation which exempts
this family from the electrical test portion of the qualification
requirements since no safety class IE equipment is serviced inside of

| containment by these penatrations and the circuits are supplied from
non-safety power sources. The design change did not alter lne require-
etat that the penetration assemblies maintain containment pressure
integrity during and after the Design Basis Accident. Tii. .'ginal
vendor qualification data report substantiated that the medium
voltage penetrations would satisfy the remaining requirement. The RRI

i

had no further questions on this matter.!

(Closed) Unresolved Item (50-445/79-27; 50-446/79-26) Class 5 Pipe
Hangers. This unresolved item expressed a concern on the part of the

( RRI that certain portions of piping systems might not be adequately
supported during the course of a seismic event. The pipe in question
was 2 inch and under designated by the A/E as being in piping class 5.
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This class indicates that the pipe has no safe *y function aut whose
failure in a seismic event could jeopardize another safety function.
The RRI's concern arose because he found certain pipe hanger drawings
had been issued for small pipe hangers ' hat indicated the pipe was
class 5 but ren.aled hanger designs that clearly were not of seismic
quality, i.e., did not have the required stiffness. The licensee
subsequently revised the FSAR to clarify this area. The NRC Safety
Evaluation Report (NUREG 0797) issued relative to Comanche Peak Station
discussed this matter in Sect' a 3 and found the concept to be satisfactory.
The RRI had no further questions on this matter.

3. Action On Licensee Identifiad Design / Construction Deficiencies

(Closed) Use of Flammable Electrical Cable Pulling Lubricant. On
January 10, 1981, the licensee verbally informed the RRI that he had
become aware that a lubricant used to facilitate the pulling of
electrical cables through conduit had been discovered to be flammable
when in a dry state. The lubricant was identified as " Yellow 77,"
manufactured by Ideal Industries. The licensee became aware of the
potential problem when one of his Quality Engineers read an article in
an electrical trade journal which described the product and indicated
that it was compounded from wax and water with an emulsifier. The
Quality Engineer had observed that a residue of the lubricant adhered
to the cables in varying quanitities after pulling and dried to a hard
consistency after a period of time. He obtained a few samples and found
that the dried material would burn. The RRI tried the same technique
and found that small formed ribbons of the material would burn with a
sputtering, weak flame that propogated until fully consumed, hence the
lubricant might jeopardize a major design feature: use of electrical
cables with a proven characteristic of not propogating fire.

The licensee determined that a test would be required in accordance
with IEEE-383-1s74 to ascertain whether the lubricant invalidated the
earlier test of the cable itself. The licensee oven dried a substantial
quantity of the lubricant to a consistency visually comparable to that
adhering to the installed cables and after a weight loss of approximately
80 percent. Tha 80 percent figure was bared on the vendor supplied
information indicating that the newly compounded lubricant was about
80 percent water by weight. The dried lubricant was then buttered onto
several lengths of triplexed number two AWG cable and onto several lengths
of seven conductor number 12 AWG control cable, all typical of cables
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installed within the facility. The buttered cables, along with an
unbuttered sample cable, were then attached to open rung cable tray in
the manner required by IEEE-383-1974 and subjected to a 20 minute
70,000 BTU /hr flame, also as required by IEEE-3n. These te::ts, observed
by the RRI, cleariv substantiated that the lubricant had no discernible
affect on the f't. propogational characteristics of the cable and all
tests indicated i..:ceptance wichin the criteria established by IEEE-383.

The licensee also performed an additional test involving cable installed
within conduit since there had been an expressed concern about the
possibility of there being a " chimney effect" wherein quantities of the
lubricant trapped in the conduit might burn more strongly. In order to
evaluato this possibility, the licensee bolted two lengths of 3
inch conduit into the standard flame test tray such that the lower end

iof the conduit was just ab a tha test burner. Cables of the same type |described above were installe.,in the conduits and a 20 minute flame |

initiated. The accaptance criteria was that no flame could exit at the
top of the conduit which was terminated in standard conduit elbow to
simulate a typical facility installed conduit run. Since there are no
industry or NRC rquirements covering such a test, the licensee's test
procedure and acceptance criteria were judged by the RRI to be reason-
able and acceptable. The test, which was also observed by the RRI,
again revealed no discernible affect on the cable as a result of the
dried lubricant. No flama was observed to exit from the conduits during
the tests nor was there any significant after-burn when the flame
from the burner was turned off.

By a letter dated July 1, 1981, the licensee informed the NRC that the
matter was no considered reportable under the requirements of 10 CFR
50.55(e). This matter is considered closed.

(Closed) Pipe Spool Flange Material. On June 4, 1981, the licensee
informed the RRI that it had been di'scovered during a design review
of changes that certain Residual Heat Removal System pipe flanges had
been specified to ba furnished in either F304 or F316 material and
that F304 material had been instal b d. The design reviewer, in a
memorandum to the licensee, correctly pointed out that the F304 flanges
were not of adequate strength based on the rating contained in a basic
design document (ASSI B16.5-68) and that F316 material should have
been specified and used. In a letter to RIV datea July 1, 1981, the
licensee stated that he did not consider this event to be reportable
under 20 CFR 50.55(e) and that doctmentation was available for review
to substantiate the position. The dor.* mentation indicated that their
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position was based on an analysis of the flange in terms of allowable
stresses versus computed actual stresses using formulas specified in
subsection NR of Section III of the ASME B&PV Code. The calculations
did not include any external live or dead loads (these were subsequently
identified as being neglible) but did indicate a substantial margin of
safety above the Cmde allowable stresses. The engineer concluded the
analysis by statinr, that the normal operating pressure temperature
:'mbingtion in the Residual Heat Removal System would be 539 psig
at 140' F. Chapter 5.4oftheFSARstatesthattheinitielgperating
condition for the system is 425 psig at a temperature of 350 F. The
FSAR also states that the design head of the Residual Heat Removal
Pumpsis350feetwhichconvertstoapgroximately151psiginadditional ,

pressure or a total of 576 psig at 350 F in the system area where the j
flanges are located. Since the calculations referred to earlier were '

g
performed using 600 psig at 400 F as the basis, the RRI agrees that
there would be no significant safety hazard as a result of the incorrect
materials and that the matter was not reportable. The RRI also concurs
with the licensee's decision to replace the flangts in question with
those fabricated from F-316 materials as a measure of additional con-
servatism.

4. Site Tours

The RRI toured all of the safety-related plant areas at least once during
the inspection period. Additional tours were made of those areas where
constrg tion activities were most concentrated such as Units 1 and 2

Reactor Buildings and the Unit 1 Safeguards Building. The tours were
oriented to observe the status of construction and the general construc-
tion practices employed by the various crafts. The RRI also ooserved
the general housekeeping in each area and any potential effort on
the quality of construction. The RRI noted that in a few areas there
had been some deterioration while in areas previously observed to
have poor housekeeping, improvements had been made. Si ce this is an
ever changing area and since the criteria are very sub,' tctive, the RRI
continued the usual practice of discussing the deficiert observed
conditions with QA management eersonnel and subsequent y revisiting
selected areas to observe whether satisfactory correct.ve action had
been taken.

No violations or deviations were identified.
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5. Field Design Cho;ge Activities

During the inspection period, the RRI audited one of the two systems
for documenting design changes and/or deviations. The system audited
involved documents identified as "Desian Change Authorizations" which
are generally used to document changa to '.he technical requirements of
the various project specifications or :.o uocument isolated deviations
from the specifications. The RRI selected those Design Change Authoriza-
tions for audit that had been issued to the Project Piping Erection
Specification MS-100 since they were in sufficient quanitity te
represent a statisHeally valid sample of the same 10,000 such documents
that have been it. ed to date. In all, 155 Design Change AuthorizationsA had been issued aifecting MS-100 at the time of the audit. The audit
was directed toward determining the effectiveness of the licensee's
administrative controls for issuing the changes, distribution of the
changes to affected parties, and assuring that the changes are ultimately
reviewed by the originating engineering agency. The second phase of
tiie audit was directed toward a technical evaluatior; of each of the
char.ges for potential effects on the safe operability of any of the
affected piping systems. The audit revealed the following:

,

The administrative control for originating and distributing thea.
Design Change Authorizations functioned satisfactorily.

b. The administrative control to achieve design review of all of
the Design Change Authorizations has not yet achieved full
effectiveness, primarily because the control was not initiated until
after several thousand of the individual change documents had
already been issued. There was substantial evidence, however,
to show that the measures are in place to capture the older changes
in the administrative, computer based, control mechanism and
achieve full effectiveness prior to completion of construction.

c. Of the 165 changes issued, 55 were catalogued by the change
originator as being generic changes to be incorporated into the
basic document following acceptance of the change :;y the design
reviewers. The balance of the changes, 110 in all, were noted
as design deviations that will not be incorporated into MS-100.
Eighty-six percent of these deviations covered specific cases
where individual piping runs did not conform to one of four erection
tolerances established within MS-100. The remaining 14 percent
of the deviations were of a random nature not readily catalogued

. -.
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by the RRI. T"e vast bulk of these deviatio.:s would have been
captured as nonconforming items had they been identified by the
licensee's qu. 'ty control personnel rather than by engineering
personnel in corjunction with the craft. This is a permissable
mechanism within Appendix B to 10 CFR 50.

d. The RRI's review of each cf the 165 change documents involved
in the audit did not reveal any instance where there appeared to
be a reasonable possibility that the operability of a piping
system would be degraded during the life span of the facility
as a result of the change.

The RRI concluded that the Design Change Authorization portion of
the licensee's program for effecting design changes was full; 'ffective
although relatively voluminous in terms of documents generat<

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Protection of Major Installed Equipment

The RRI observed that the Unit 1 Reactc: Vessel internals remain partially
installed within the vessel. The Reactar Ve5sel Head with control rod
drive mechanisms was adequately protecteu by the cooling shroud to
which the various seismic stabilizers and other devices were being
attached. The remaining uninstalled portion of the Unit 1 internsis
continued to De ;.rotected with a substantial enclosure in the refteiing
pool area. The Unit 2 Reactor Vessel was prctected by a steel cover
and the internals were protected with reinforced plastic under steel /

f wood decking. The RRI observed that electric motors utilized as
pump prime movers and for valve actuation continue to have their space
heaters energized. The safety-related moter control centers and
switchgear units in Unit 1 have been *ngerized sufficiently to have
their built-in space heaters operable while the comparable items in
Unit 2 are maintained above dew point by electric lights placed within
che covered ccbinets. The larger electric motors not yet operable
are either covered as in Unit 2 or have roughing type air filters
installed over the ventilation ports as in Unit 1.

No violations or deviations were identified.
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7. Safety-Related Piping Installation and Welding
!

The RRI examined the assorted supporting and restraining devices used to
locate the crossover piping in the Unit 2 reactor loop 2 prior to
initial welding. The RRI noted that a chain fall had been attached to the
lifting lugs on the reactor. coolant pump casing via a cable. The
cable was so arranged through the lugs that.the cable was bearing with
considerable force on the pump casing with no protective buffer
between the cable and the casing. Such contacts of the cable with the
pump casing is prohibited by the Project Piping Erection Specification
MS-100 and normal nuclear industry practices. A quality control
inspector. arriving on the scene stated that he was aware of the problem
and would document the problem on a non'.snformance report which would
initiate an engineering analysis and whatever corrective measures may;

i be required. At the time of this report, the RRI was assured by the
| B&R Project QA Manager that a nonconformance report was being processed

but had not as yet been issued. This will be considered an unresolved
'

item until such time as the nonconformance report has been reviewed
and dispositioned by engineering and any required corrective actions
have been taken.

The RRI observed the rcot pass welding of FW-13 in the same reactor. loop
as referenced above. The pass was being accomplishf.d by welder AMS
using a semiautomatic welding machine. The RRI ot, served that the

. machine control settings were in accordance with the welo procedure data
sheet and that the welder was fully attentive to the positioning and
progress of the machine welding head. The RRI examined the finished
weld pass visually after it was complete and found it to be smooth and well
tied in. The RRI also examined the second or hot pass FW-14 which
had been made by the same welder earlier the same day. That weld also
displayed evidence of good welding practice. Welder AMS was known
by the RRI-to be fully qualified and competent in the use of the welding
machine. The RRI cubsequently verified that the consumable weld
insert ring was certified by the supplier to ASME Section II. The
certification was supported by a Certt ied Material Test Report.

The RRI observed welders AMA, AUK, and ATC during a portion of their - ;

work on welds FW-22A, CS-1-AB-002; W-52-2, C5-1-58-025B; ano FW-8,
RC-1-RB-028A, respectively. Welder AMA was using weld filler metal
heat number 463552 while the other welders were botn using. filler heat i

number 463638. All three of these welders were using weld procedure
88021. The RRI had previously verified the qualification of the weld
filler metals involved, the welders and the weld procedure,

,
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The RRI reviewed the radiographs of the below listed welds during the
inspection period for compliance with the requirements of site procedures
and ASME Sections III and IV.

Weld Nuaher Isometric Number Line Number

FW-6 RC-2420-001 Reactor Loop,

| FW-4 RC-2-520-001 Reactor Loop
| FW-5 RC-E-520-001 Reactor Loop
i FW-5 RC-1-RB-026 14-RC-1-125-2501R1

W-1-3 CS-2-RB-023 2-CS-2-112-2501R1
FW-35A SI-1-RB-021 1 %-SL-1-025-2501kl
FW-7 SI-1-RB-017 6-SI-1-102-2501R1
FW-2A CS-1-AB-028 2-CS-1-112-2501R1
FW-3-1 RC-1-RB-026 14-R".-1-135-2501R1
FW-4 RC-1-RB-026 14-RC-1-135-2501R1

No violation or deviations were identified.

8. Electrical and Instrument Installations

The RRI noted during general facility tours that the electrical craft
personnel were installing limited amounts of conduit in the Unit 1 area.
Since this is a fairly routine and simple task, the RRI did not perform a

I. direct inspecticn of the effort in this inspection period. The RRI did
not inspect the cable pulling effort since the activity was limited at
this time,

f

L At the request of a Regional based inspector, the RRI looked into the
( overall engineering, installetion and quality requirements regarding

the heat tracing of certain piping and instrument lines. The RRI noted i

that heat tracing is not directly addressed in the FSAR except u at |

symbolization appears on the piping flow diagram for the Chemical and
| Volume Control System. (FSAR Figure 9.3-10). The RRI also noted that |
| both Train A and Train B power feeders from safety-related 480 # ;

Motor Control Centers were shown to feed a portion of the heat trace
system. The circuit symbols shown on the one-line electrical diagram
(Figure 8.3-9) Indicated that the circuits were not load shedded upon
initiation of an accident and therefore the entire circuit should be
safety related or some isolation means would have to be provided.
Project Electrical Specification ES-27 for the Heat Tracing Equipment
indicated that a 480/120 volt transformer set was required but did not
indicate that they would be of the isolation type. The specification

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ .
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also indicated that quality assurance would be required only for the
seismic aspects of the design. The RRI interviewed the site cognizant
electrical engineer in regard to the matter and found that an engineered
safety system requirement had existed earlier in the Chemical and Volume
Control System when it had include.i the Boron Injection subsystem which

.

would have contained a boron concentration that would have required
h at tracing to keep the boron in solution. TheBoronInjectionhas
been deleted from the design for the Comanche Peak facility and with it
has gone a need for a safety-related heat tracing system. The cognizant
engineer showed the RRI several Design Change Authorizations which
delete the safety at,d/m iuality assurance aspects of the system. The
electrical one-line diagrams for the power feed to the system has been
revised deleting the two cables in question although this change has not
as yet been reflected in the FSAR. The RRI verified that the cables
have been also deleted from the cable and conduit schednie and the
related Motor Control Center cubicles have been designated as spares.
The balance of the heat trace system for the Chemical and Volume Control
System and for certain other systems will still be provided and are
necessary for the routine operation of the systems but are not needed
to mitigate the consequences of a Design Basis Accident and therefore
are not safety-related nor do the quality assurance measures have to
be applied to satisfy NRC requirements.

The RRI had no further questions regarding this matter.

9. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, violations, or I
deviations. One such item disclosed during the i.;3pection id discussed |
in paragraph 7. '

10. Management Interviews

The RRI met with one or more of the persons identified in paragraph 1
on July 1, 6, 13, 15, 16, 21, 23, 28, and 30, 1981, to discuss inspec-
tion findings and the licensee's actions and positions.


